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Name of community:  Greater Cincinnati LCG Community (GCLCG) 
 
How many members?   16 
 
How many in formation?    2 
  
How many friends?   6   
 
How is the “health” of your community?   
 
Our community continues to thrive with our efforts to enhance the quality of both the individual 
and communal living of the Lay Cistercian way of life with the primary focus on the practice of 
the LCG Plan of Life.  We have especially been blessed with the entry of the last seven 
candidates into our community; five of whom are now committed members and two are still in 
discernment and initial formation.  These two candidates are expected to make their LCG 
commitment in 2022.  These new members have gifted our community with their leadership 
skills, one of whom serves on the LCG Advisory Council and three who serve on our leadership 
team.  Several  new members also share their musical talents by planning and leading our 
singing and chanting of our communal praying the hours during our monthly gatherings.  In 
September we resumed using the Monastery of St. Clare as a location for our meetings.  

 
Two years ago our community approved the reestablishment of a four-member leadership team 

whose role is to provide guidance in the planning of our alternating month days of 

prayer/community formation days, annual retreats, select our representative(s) on the LCG 

Advisory Council, and address business issues or community concerns.  We also added a  

newly implemented formation team that screens LCG applicants for our community, provides 

oversight of candidates discernment/formation, assigns mentors for candidates, develops 

formation and spiritual resources for our community, etc.  Earlier in 2021 we combined these 

teams and functions into one leadership team of 5-6 members.  The team functions in an 

informal manner without elections or term limits. We anticipate that community members will 

rotate participation on the leadership team.  The leadership team insures the continued spiritual 

growth and development of our community. 

Also, a community member who resides in Northern Kentucky has recently located a facility 

near his residence that allows us to resume having annual weekend GCLCG retreats. The 

facility, Kelly Farm, is a private retreat facility of several acres with a restored farm house which 

accommodates our desire for seclusion, silence, and walking/hiking space.  In October we had 

our first community retreat at this facility.   

 
 
 



 
What do you do during your meetings?  (typical agenda) 
 
As indicated above our monthly gatherings alternate between a day of prayer and a 
community formation day (2nd Saturdays, 8:30 am--12:30 pm).  In the month of May we 
have normally had a day retreat (7-8 hours).  We now are planning to resume having a 
weekend retreat from Friday evening thru Sunday afternoon. 
 
For both of our days of prayer and community formation days we use a similar format 
for our schedule/agenda: 
 
8:30 am Saturday Eucharist (Chapel of the Monastery of St. Clare) 
9:15  Coffee and Welcoming  
9:30  Lauds or Terce (Chapel) 
9:45            Checking-in (Sharing what is going on in our lives/prayer intentions, etc.) 
10:15  Session 1* (See ‘Focus of Meetings?’ below) 
11:00  Break 
11:15  Session 2 
12:00 pm Community Meeting (Report from leadership team, discussion of issues  
   and concerns, planning for next month’s gathering)  
12:30  Closing Prayer and Departure 
 
 
Focus of Meetings?   
 
* Sessions 1 and 2 
 
The time that we use for the two sessions vary between days of prayer and community 
formation meetings: 
 

1. Day of Prayer – The time is spent mostly in silence, personal prayer, spiritual 
reading, group lectio, walking meditations, etc.  We may include at the beginning 
of this time a brief presentation on a spiritual theme for our reflection.  We 
normally conclude Session 2 with time for communal sharing and reflection.  
(Following our closing prayer individuals are welcome to remain at the Monastery 
of St. Clare for a longer period of time for personal prayer and silence.) 

 
     2.   Community Formation Day – The primary purpose of this day is ongoing  
           formation in the Cistercian charism.  Since January 2021 we have been using the  
           ‘Lay Cistercian Experience’ program (LCE) for our study, reflection and group                   
           sharing.  It normally takes us 1-2 community formation days to treat each unit in  
           the LCE. We are now on Unit 6.  We rotate the facilitator function among             
           community members at each meeting.  We will continue with LCE into 2022 for   
           use on formation days. 
 
            



 
           As In the past, we will continue to do so in the future following our completion of  
           the LCE, select spiritual topics related to the Plan of Life, the Cistercian tradition                                                               
           and charism, Rule of St. Benedict, etc., for a presentation and  
           discussion/reflection for our community formation days.  Again, individual  
           community members take the responsibility to plan for, present, and facilitate the  
           discussion for each meeting.   
  
 
Plans for Next year. 
 
As indicated above, we will continue with our use of the ‘Lay Cistercian Experience’ at 
each of our community formation days until we complete it sometime in 2022.  The 
program has been very spiritually enriching and fruitful for all of us.  The communal 
reflection and sharing has been deep and has greatly enhance our identity and 
commitment as Lay Cistercians. 
 
Our communal planning for next year will include our community weekend retreat at 
Kelly Farm tentative schedule for a weekend in May 2022.  Hopefully, with the COVID 
pandemic behind us we want to reach out more to our homebound/aging members who 
have been unable to attend our monthly gatherings. 
 


